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FNNBOA no longer issuing Certifications
Back around 2005, FNNBOA moved forward
with an ambitious program to certify inspectors working in First Nations communities.
FNNBOA established an application process in
which the information was reviewed by a registrar. The FNNBOA certification program was
one of the leading programs for certifying inspectors in Canada, and much of this framework was adopted by building-code officials
and inspectors working off reserve. What was
unique about the FNNBOA certification program is it was based on the First Nations inspector’s skills and competencies and the experience of working in First Nations communities.
However, recent changes in federal government policies have pushed FNNBOA to rethink
the Certification Council. These changes include CMHC requiring an attestation signed by
a qualified inspector. While there was uncertainty on the acceptance of a FNNBOA certification, any such changes became too onerous
for FNNBOA, which is operated by volunteers.
In addition, FNNBOA’s insurance costs associated with the issuance of certification became a
concern. Recertification, and encouraging inspectors to continue with on-going training
requirements, were also challenges for the organization.

have been extremely positive. These groups
will welcome First Nations inspectors. What is
more exciting is that there will be great opportunities for the First Nations inspector to be
certified to work both on- and off-reserve. First
Nations inspectors will be able to increase their
inspections by working in the smaller communities or rural areas of their province that are
not readily accessible to many inspectors.
As FNNBOA reaches agreements with these
agencies, information will be posted on the
website and newsletters on how inspectors can
become certified within their province.

Keith Maracle Nominated
President of FNNBOA

FNNBOA

At the recent FNNBOA
annual general meeting
in Edmonton, Keith
Maracle was nominated President of
FNNBOA. Keith has
been the vicepresident, and takes
over from Bud Jobin,
who has been presiKeith Maracle
dent since the inception of the organization. Bud stepped down for
health reasons, but will continue to provide
At the last board meeting, FNNBOA decided to input in the organization’s decisions and future
direction. The group also acknowledged Bud’s
no longer issue certifications.
hard work, his dedication and his obsession
Any certifications issued are no longer valid.
with improving housing conditions in First Nations, and making First Nation building inspecFNNBOA wants to encourage all inspectors
tors respected professionals.
who conduct housing or commercial inspections in First Nations communities to write pro- Vince Genereaux will continue to be the treasvincial examinations.
urer, and Al Lafond will continue as secretary.
FNNBOA is reaching out to provincial government agencies responsible for certifying municipal building officials, including their respective associations. Our preliminary discussions
with some of these agencies and associations

Also at the AGM, the group decided to move
forward with establishing regional steering
committees that can help provide support for
inspectors and housing managers within those
regions.

President’s Message
Liberals = Real Change
First Nations = Actual Change
Time for Both
As I woke up the morning after the
election, I was inspired to see how
the Liberals have won a majority
government. I said to myself “Real
Change” - but what does this
mean for First Nations? The Liberals mentioned that they would
re-engage in a nation-to-nation
process, with their focus on issues
such as housing and infrastructure.
Not that I want to date myself or
be cynical, but I, as well as many
of you, have heard the same messaging in previous elections.
But real change can happen, and
First Nations need our own “real
change.” We know our leaders will
demand more money to build and
renovate homes. While additional
funds are needed, real change will
happen when First Nations leaders
start to enact their obligations of
being the authority having jurisdiction. Our leaders need to focus on
“actual change.”
Over the years, reports and studies have focused on problems with
deteriorating and inadequate
housing in First Nations communities. Much of this deterioration is
the result of houses that are too
small and therefore overcrowded,
with inadequate and dilapidated
kitchens and washrooms. Many
homes do not meet provincial or
federal standards with respect to
building, fire, electrical or environmental codes. Many were constructed or assembled without
proper supervision or inspections.
Homes in the community are
often poorly maintained by occupants with no sense of responsibility for their own living conditions.

While some
occupants
have not
been deliberately destructive, their
homes have
been vandalKeith Maracle
ized.
Many communities have no rental
policies, by-laws, or personnel
with any responsibility for enforcing housing or living standards. As
the Chief and Council own the
homes, occupants have generally
not been motivated to resolve
problems; nor is there a framework to take on responsibility for
housing problems (i.e., is it the
Chief and Council, CMHC, or INAC?). We also know from our own
research that some First Nations
communities are unnecessarily
forced to rebuild their homes every five years over the 50-year life
cycle charges. Thus a home that
costs $120,000 if not properly
built or maintained can cost
around $903,000 over the 50
years. We need to stop building
disposable houses!
As we patiently wait for the Liberals to show us real change, our
First Nations leaders can step up
and show us “actual change” with
improved housing conditions. A
combination of the Liberals’ “real
change” and the First Nations’
“actual change” can make living
conditions much better for our
people.
Let’s leave the cynics behind.
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EAGLE’S EYE on
Smoke Alarms
By Claude Lawrenson
If you haven't taken a look at smoke alarms lately,
there's a lot you need to know. Based on NFPA
(National Fire Prevention Association) statistics, almost
all homes have at least one smoke alarm, but based on
statistics compiled between 2007, smoke alarms were
present in 73 per cent, and sounded in 52 per cent, of
reported home fires. Thirty-seven per cent of home fire
deaths resulted from fires in which no smoke alarms
were present at all. Twenty-three per cent of deaths
were caused by fires in properties in which smoke
alarms were present, but failed to operate. Two of every five (42 per cent) reported home fires started in the
kitchen. These fires caused more than one-third (38 per
cent) of civilian home fire injuries. In addition, 16
per cent of home fire deaths also resulted from
kitchen fires.

activate a photoelectric device. Even some that are not
disabled fail to detect certain kinds of smouldering fires.
The issue with ionization alarms is far more than just
the slow response to deadly smouldering fires. Ultimately, they can leave families completely unprotected.
In contrast, photoelectric alarms tend to be less susceptible to nuisances and are dramatically superior at detecting smouldering fires, mainly those that involve synthetic materials. Many newer homes are filled with synthetic materials, such as engineered wood, wood-based
building products, and furnishings. Smoke inhalation
from smouldering fires is a far more common cause of
death in home fires than exposure to flaming-type fires.
Under lab test conditions, ionization alarms consistently
respond about 30 to 90 seconds faster to open or “fastflame” fires than photoelectric smoke alarms. However,
the vast majority of residential fire fatalities are due to
smoke inhalation, not the actual flames. Nearly twothirds of fire fatalities occur at night while home occupants are sleeping. Ionization alarms respond on average between 15 to 50 minutes more slowly in a smouldering fire than photoelectric alarms.

TESTING - Texas A&M Risk Analysis of Residential Fire
Detector Performance

Final Texas A&M Report Conclusions:


Ionization Alarm Smouldering Failure Rates: 55.80%



Photoelectric Alarm Smouldering Failure Rates:
4.06%

Meaning: Ionization alarms work about 45 per cent of
time, while photoelectric alarms work 96 per cent of
Smoke alarms are intended to provide quick warning to time.
allow people the chance to escape from a structure before being overcome by smoke or heat from a fire. In
too many cases, though, these safety devices fail to pro- As you can see, of the two types of smoke detectors,
the photoelectric smoke detector has the lowest probavide that warning, and people die as a result.
bility of failure for both smouldering and flame-ignition
Smoke alarms are now widely available with two differ- scenarios.
ent sensing technologies - ionization and photoelectric.
The International Association of Firefighters (IAFF) is the
In Canada, it is estimated that about 90 per cent of
largest firefighters’ union in the U.S. and Canada, with
homes have ionization-sensor smoke alarms installed.
nearly 300,000 members. During the IAFF 2008 conferThat is cause for concern.
ence, they adopted an official position recommending
Ionization alarms are notorious for nuisance tripping.
that photoelectric smoke alarms be installed. The IAFF
They frequently go off when you cook, burn toast, or
position also commits the organization to working for
shower. When alarms nuisance trip, people become
changes in the law and model codes to require photoeaggravated and often disable them.
lectric technology alarms.
Cooking smoke tends to contain more of the smaller
WHICH TYPE OF ALARM DO YOU HAVE? It is not alparticles (less than one micron) that activate an ioniza(Continued on page 4)
tion-type device rather than the larger particles that
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(Continued from page 3)

junction or on the ceiling slightly close to this location
will give a few seconds more warning than one further
ways possible to know, but in Canada, there is a 90 per away in the centre of the room (or elsewhere).
cent likelihood that it is an ionization alarm. In general,
BOTTOM LINE: Despite the pros and cons associated
if the label says anything about radioactive material,
with the two types of smoke detection, regulators,
Americium-241 or the model number has an “I,”—then
manufacturers and researchers say that either type of
it is almost certainly an ionization alarm. Photoelectric
smoke alarm will give adequate warning in either type
models often have the word “photoelectric” or the
of fire. To be safest, it is best to install both types of
capital letter “P” printed or embossed on them. To be
alarm. To ensure that an alarm has been manufactured
safe, simply replace any unknown units with photoeand tested to this standard, there should be a marking
lectric-only alarms. Equally important, any smoke
by the Underwriters Laboratories of Canada (ULC), or
alarm that is 10 years old or older should be replaced,
Underwriters Laboratories Incorporated (cUL).
regardless of type. Newer combination alarms use
what is called “OR” logic. With “OR” logic, either sen- Additionally, the more elaborate the detector, the
more it will cost, of course. Photoelectric smoke
sor can sound the alarm. The photoelectric sensor
alarms are widely available today, and depending on
picks up smouldering fires, so the ionization sensor
the actual model, they cost only a few dollars more
does not become a factor.
than ionization alarms.
It is usually not possible to identify the smoke-alarm
type by looking at it from below. You need to remove NOTE: The previous statements should not be considered an endorsement for any brand of smoke alarm;
the alarm from its mounting bracket to identify its
instead, the information has been offered to assist you
type, on the back of the alarm.
with factual information concerning the performance
profile of the two different types of smoke alarms. For
safety’s sake – do not allow your family, friends, and
neighbours to become one of the statistics cited
above. Please remember to test your smoke alarms at
least every month, using the test button.

WHERE SHOULD SMOKE ALARMS BE LOCATED? Building codes indicate the following: At least one on each
floor level including the basement; in a bedroom or
within 5m (16.4’) of each bedroom; and within 15m
(49.2’) of all areas of each level. The ideal smoke alarm
location is on the ceiling at least four inches away from
the wall. Installation on the wall is acceptable if the top
of the case is at least four inches and less than 12 inches from the ceiling. The four-inch distance helps avoid
dead-air spots that may prevent smoke from reaching
the sensor.
Smoke is obviously hot and rises. In a house fire with a
closed bedroom door, smoke will initially find its way
into the room through any gap between the door and
door frame. The closed door provides a barrier to
some degree, forcing the smoke in a higher concentration to enter the room via the top of the door. It will
then likely travel up the wall above the door, inside the
room and onto the ceiling at that point. An activated
smoke alarm in the vicinity just below the ceiling wall
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Jobin’s Journal
FNNBOA announces a new feature in our newsletter called
Jobin’s Journal. This section is
named after Bud Jobin, who was
FNNBOA’s president since the
organization’s inception. During
his time as president, Bud would Bud Jobin
send out reports or documents that he believed inspectors and others would want to read in their spare
time.

National Research Council Canada has written several
reports on construction innovations and technologies.
Please see:


Construction Innovation – quarterly journal http://
www.nrc-cnrc.gc.ca/ci-ic/



Construction Technology Updates http://www.nrccnrc.gc.ca/ctu-sc/archives



Construction Building Digests http://archive.nrccnrc.gc.ca/eng/ibp/irc/cbd/digest-index.html

Do you have other studies and information you want
The Standing Senate Committee on Aboriginal Peoples to share with the First Nations housing sector and conproduced a report called: Housing on First Nations Re- struction? Please send them to info@fnnboa.ca, with
“Jobin’s Journal” in the subject line.
serves: Challenges and Successes. FNNBOA gave a
presentation to the Committee.
Please see:
http://www.parl.gc.ca/Content/SEN/Committee/412/
appa/rep/rep08feb15b-e.pdf

Teleinspection updates



FNNBOA has developed a legal contract to be
signed between the First Nation and the teleinspector. The contract will provide clarification on
the roles and responsibilities between the two parties. The contract will require an advance payment
or deposit. The contract will also be developed to
allow the teleinspector to provide services for progress report payments.

FNNBOA continues to move forward with the implementation of teleinspections. Teleinspections use electronic information and telecommunication technologies to support building-code compliance. For teleinspections, builders provide photographs and other
information electronically for review by a certified First
Nations Building Officer in another part of Canada.
These images are reviewed to ensure that the stage of 
construction meets building-code requirements. The
contractor is also required to sign off on a checklist to
demonstrate that specific construction processes are

completed. The following is an update:


FNNBOA is currently running a pilot project to test
teleinspections. One of the obstacles identified is
having the contractor upload several pictures onto
a cloud platform. FNNBOA has developed a framework to make this process easy.



FNNBOA is developing a training package for a person to become certified as a teleinspector. The individual will be able to access an online exam that
will contain a series of pictures and questions. The
individual will be asked to review a series of pictures and identify the code-compliance areas within each of these pictures. The individual will also be
asked to provide examples of how to show that
something is working via a picture (e.g., show that
the furnace is working by having a picture of the
pilot light). There will be a fee to write the online
examination.

FNNBOA gave a presentation on teleinspection at
the November 2015 First Nations Housing Symposium in Edmonton.
FNNBOA recently launched a teleinspection page
on its website. You can find it at:
http://www.fnnboa.ca/teleinspections/
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Partnership with the Ontario
Government

complete the examination programs. This involves
passing one or more examinations. The ministry
writes and updates examination questions. Humber
College delivers the exams through virtual online
FNNBOA has reached out to the Ministry of Municipal proctoring, and in test centres across the province.
Affairs and Housing (MMAH) on how to have First
Registration is also done through Humber College.
Nations inspectors become qualified in Ontario. The
provincial Building Code Act requires individuals and For more information, please see: http://
www.humber.ca/buildingcodeexams/
firms responsible for activities regulated under the
act to be qualified. This includes building officials
To register for an exam, you require a Building Code
(e.g., chief building officials, supervisors, managers,
Identification Number (BCIN) from the ministry. If you
plans examiners and inspectors, including on-site
don’t have one, apply for a BCIN at the following losewage-system inspectors and fire-protection inspec- cation: https://www.services.mah.gov.on.ca/
tors).
BCIN_ENU/start.swe?

The MMAH has an agreement with George Brown
College to provide training. The college is responsible
for updating, developing and delivering training
courses and self-study manuals for the 2012 Building
Code. George Brown College partners with other colleges and groups to ensure that training services can
be delivered close to where students live (see http://
ce.georgebrown.ca/BuildingCode/).

SWECmd=GotoView&SWEView=CMOD+QUARTS+Req
uest+User+BCIN+Registration+View&SWERF=1&SWE
Ho=www.services.mah.gov.on.ca&SWEBU=1

Building-Code Examinations

inspector in Ontario, please see:
http://www.mah.gov.on.ca/Page8591.aspx

The steps are outlined in How to Apply for a BCIN. For
those with no internet access, please submit a BCIN
application form by mail. First Nations inspectors are
encouraged to apply as an independent designer.
“Designed by” means an independent designer, an
Although not mandatory, these training opportunities owner-designer or a builder designer who carries out
design activities related to a building. “Designed by
support individuals who wish to take Building Code
independent” is used for First Nations, as it is unclear
examinations. The successful completion of specific
exams is required to become qualified and registered how many First Nations have adopted the Building
Code Act, 2012, as part of their by-laws (e.g., acunder the Building Code Act, 1992. Building Code
knowledging the authority having jurisdiction).
training also supports professional development in
the building sector.
For more information on how to become a qualified
To become qualified, inspectors must successfully

Bluwood Could Fix Your Blues About Mould in
First Nations Homes
By John Kiedrowski

BluWood notes that the building industry could save
billions of dollars typically lost each year as a result of
You may have seen it on Holmes on Homes: His crew wood-framing components being exposed to moisis framing the basement with lumber painted blue. Or ture. This blue lumber is recognized as a “greenfriendly” product by the Leadership in Energy and
you may see the product in an episode of Income
Environmental Design (LEED) green-building rating
Property.
system, and is in the GreenSpec Directory, a listing of
environmentally preferable products.
BluWood offers protection for all of the structural
wood components before, during, and most imBluWood is a two-part coating that protects wood
portantly, after construction of a home. As a result,
products from moisture, mould, fungus and woodhomeowners can save money from devastating
household conditions including humidity, leaky pipes ingesting insects, like termites. The first part is a state
-of-the-art infusion film that is absorbed into the lumand water intrusion.
ber, interlocking with the wood’s fibers to form both
(Continued on page 7)
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a topical, and sub-surface, water-repellant, semipermeable film, which controls moisture absorption
while allowing moisture vapour to exit. This allows
wood to breathe while helping maintain normal moisture levels.

The product claims are mould resistance and good water-repellency characteristics. The colourant (pigment)
is added separately to P-6980 for brand identification
and quality control, showing coating coverage on all six
sides.

The coating application has no adverse effect on structural properties, corrosion characteristics, bonding
The film is also specially formulated to resist mould
characteristics, fire and combustion toxicity properties,
fungus growth on the cured film surface.
conductivity and hygrothermal properties. The coating
has very low VOCs, is non-toxic and safe to handle. For
cut lumber, spray or paint solution can be used to coat
The second part is a Disodium Octoborate Tetrahydrate (DOT) wood preservative that provides BluWood the cut ends.
framing components with protection against rot fungi
and wood-ingesting insects.
BluWood is widely available to builders through contractors and building supply dealers throughout CanaBluWood can be used in all of the wood-framing com- da. They look forward to working with building contractors in First Nations.
ponents of a residential or commercial structure, including the roof, wall and floor systems, structural lumber, plywood, OSB, sub-floor panel, engineered wood For more information, visit the company’s website:
products, truss products, mouldings and trim boards.
www.bluwoodcanada.com
Today's standard building code requirements specify
only a small amount of lumber used in the home to be
treated against rot fungi and wood-ingesting insects.
BluWood provides the proactive home builder and
home buyer (when constructing a home) the ability to
have all of the above-ground wood-framing components protected against the damaging effects of rot
fungi, wood-ingesting insects, mould fungus growth, as
well as limiting moisture absorption.
In early 2006, Shelburne Wood Protection, one of Ontario’s largest wood treatment facilities, purchased the
exclusive rights to treat and sell BluWood in Canada.
The company then developed a Canadian geographicspecific treatment for BluWood that guards against
species of mould and termites pervasive in Canada.
The company has developed a mould-resistant coating
formulation called P-6980.
P-6980 is a water-based combination of polymer resins
that provides broad-spectrum protection against
mould, as determined by AWPA E24-12 Standard.
P-6980 is a topical surface coating applied via a floodcoat technology and/or hand-brushed (two liberal
coats) to obtain coating thickness as per “Direction of
Use” label. The coating can be used on residential/
commercial wood-framing components (includes solid
wood dimensional lumber, composite panels, engineered wood products, and floor I-joists).

Information provided by BluWood Canada
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No access to
inspectors?

Too expensive to have
inspectors fly into your
community?

Can’t afford delays in
your construction
projects?

ARE YOU READY?
TELEINSPECTIONS

Need an inspector for
progress inspections?

BUILDING COMPLIANCE THROUGH
THE CAMERA LENS
First Nations communities that cannot access building inspectors
can now consider using teleinspections. Teleinspection allows for
inspections of a project through photographs and the use of

Need an inspector for
renovations?

construction checklists. For more information see:
http://www.fnnboa.ca/teleinspections/
Interested? Contact FNNBOA
(613) 813-0199 | 5731 Old Hwy #2 — P.O. Box 219 | Shannonville, Ontario | K0K 3A0
teleinspections@fnnboa.ca
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